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Based on earlier papers of the first author we give a concise formula for the 
values of class zeta functions of totally real cubic fields at even positive integers 
which is the exact analogue of the Barn-Siegel formula for real quadratic fields. For 
this purpose we use a rather complicated series representation for the aforemen- 
tioned values depending on a parameter x which is analyzed for x + 0. The final 
formula is well suited for actual computations; two tables of values of class zeta 
functions are given at the end of the paper. 0 1990 Academic PWSS, inc. 
This paper is concerned with the computation of the values of zeta func- 
tions of ideal classes of totally real cubic fields K at integral arguments. 
Given a basis of the integers in K and a system of fundamental units we 
develop an algorithm which is well suited for the calculation of the afore- 
mentioned values. Our starting point is a revised version of the results in 
[S, 61 (cited as I and II in the sequel). We check our values by comparing 
them with the results in [9] if K is not normal; if K is normal and h,= 1, 
we have the well-known factorization of the zeta function into L-functions 
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which again enables us to control our results. (Of course, for h,= 1 the 
Euler product of the zeta function can be used for numerical purposes in 
both cases.) In principle Shintani’s method [lo] can be used constructively 
in either case; however, to our knowledge that has not yet been worked 
out. 
Our method uses a complicated series representation for the zeta values 
considered. It does not yet work in the case of totally real fields of degree 
n > 4, because the series representation of the zeta values developed in I 
and II becomes even more complicated, and there remains also much work 
to be done on the limiting process x +O (compare the proof of 
Theorem 1). 
For brevity’s sake we shall use throughout this paper the definitions and 
proofs of I and II. All symbols not defined here will be found there. The 
main result (Theorem l), however, can be understood without recourse to 
I or II. 
THEOREM 1. Let K be a totally real cubic field with discriminant A. 
The conjugates of K will be denoted by K’ and K”; for c1 E K the conjugates 
are denoted by CC’ and CC, respectively. Furthermore, for a E K let 
Tr(a):=cc+a’+a”, N(a):=u.cc’.a”. Let K:=K(Jd), k~fV, k>2, and 
E,, cq be independent units of K with No= No= 1. Define L by L := 
In IEJE;I In Is;/&‘I -In IE’JE;I In I~~/s;l. Let wj~ K, j= 1, 2, 3, be algebraic 
integers, and W := Zo, @Zo+@Zo, a module of rank 3 of K with the 
property E~ W= Ed W= W. W splits into equivalence classes with respect to 
M= {E);E;: (m, n) E 2’) (note that - 1 $M); let W,, be a system of repre- 
sentatives of (W\{O})/M: W\(O) = IJ+,ll,EZz EYE: W,,. We choose PE K, 
p #O, with the property Tr(pwj)EH, j= 1, 2, 3. Set 2 :=gcd(Tr(po,), 
( 
1 1 1 
E, = E, E,! E; 
EI&Z E; E; &;&;I 
Defining’ 
j= 1, 2, B,= 
PO1 PW2 PW3 
P’d p’o; p’w; 
i(k W, E 1,&z):= 1 N(u)-k 
WE wo 
and setting for z Ir~2~K,v=1,2,M(k,v,zl,r2):=OifdetE,=0,0therwise 
’ For E,, e2 a system of fundamental units we simply write [(k, W). 
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3 B(3, ml, m2, 3k- (ml +m,), (&BP)*, 0) 
. kf’ ki’ ki’ ki’ ( m,--1 
q=o IQ=0 p,=o p*=o k-l-(Kl+K2),k-l-(C1*+~*) 
for det E, # 0, 
C(k, v, ~1, ~2) 
:= sign(l)( - l)‘+’ 
(2ni)3k 
12. (3k - 2)(k - 1)!3 
. N(,#l++3jj 3kp2(0) ldet B,I -’ sign(det E,) 
. (sign((z,z,-z;T;)(z, -7;)) + sign((T;r;-z;z$)(z; -7;)) 
+sign((r~z~-r,z,)(z~-r,))+sign(~;’(~,-2~)(5~-z,)) 
+ sign(z, (5; - T;)(z; - 7;)) + sign(r; (T; - T~)(T~ - 7;)) 
+ N(T2)[sign(rF(z, - z;)(zlz2 - 7;~;)) 
+ sign(r, (7; - ~;I)(z;z; - z;lz;‘)) 
+ sign(7; (7; - z2)(T;7; - TlZ2))]}, 
the following equation hola5 : 
l(k, K ~lr4 = Wk, 1, &1,4 + M(k, 2, ~2, ~1) 
+ C(k 1, ~1, ~2) + W, 2, ~2, ~1). (*I 
Remark 2. (a) For the convenience of the reader we restate the defini- 
tions necessary for understanding the assertion of Theorem 1: 
(a) For k,l,mEZ, (,,km):=k!/I!m!(k-(I+m))!, if k,l,m,k- 
(I+m)ENu{O}, (;!J:=(-l)‘+“(‘+,“), if l,m~Nu{O}, (,k,)=O 
otherwise. 
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(P) Let A = (a,L,, a regular (n, n)-matrix with integral coefficients, 
det A .A -’ =: (A,),,. Let 
B,(x) := 
i 
4(x - [xl) r=Oorr>,2orr=l r\x$Z o 
r=l AXEZ, 
where B,( I?) is defined as usual by ~eI“(e’ - 1) -’ = CFZO B,( JJ) z’/r!. Then, 
for r = (ri, . . . . Y,) E (N u (O})“, 
B(n,r,A,O)= 1 . . . 
q=o 
(y) For a matrix A the transposed matrix is denoted by A*. 
(b) For the zeta function [(s, Ko) of an absolute ideal class K, of K 
we get with CE K;‘, c integral, .si, .s2 a system of fundamental units of K, 
and k~ N, 
(c) In Theorem 1, C(k, 1, Q, eZ) + C(k, 2, E?, E,) =0 for .si totally 
positive, j= 1, 2, and sign(det(E,E,)) = 1. 
Contrary to Siegel’s formula [ll (22)], Theorem 1 is well suited for 
actual computations. The required input data of the field K under 
consideration are 
9 the coefficients a, b, CE Z of a generating equation f(x) = 
x3+ax2+bx+c=0, K=Q(a) for a zero a off; 
l an integral basis 6,) cZ2, dj3 of K (respectively of IV) which for K we 
assumeintheform~,,=l,~,,=or,~,,=(d+ea+a*)/f(d,e,SE~); 
l the coefficients e,, e2, e3, fi,fi, f3 E Z of two fundamental units 
E~=~~co~ +e,o,+e,G,,, ~~=f~6.3~+f~~2+f~c533 of K. 
Also the argument k and sufficiently many Bernoulli numbers (up to the 
index 3k) are input. We note that k is always even since the result for odd 
k is zero. 
In the following we only compute $N( IV)” JdZk- ‘~~~[(k, W) for 
integral ideals W (compare Remark 2(b)). This is not very difficult by the 
formula of Theorem 1. Essentially all it takes is arithmetic with rational 
numbers. Of course the numerators and denominators can become quite 
large and we need to do computations with multiprecision integers. We add 
a few comments on the calculation of the generalized 3-fold Dedekind sums 
B(3, m, A, 0) and of the traces of power products of conjugates of the 
fundamental units (computed in the normal extension K(fi) of K). 
For the computation of the 3-fold Dedekind sums B(3, m, A, 0) (m E iP, 
A E GL(3, E)) we make use of Bemerkung 15 and Hilfssatz 16 of II. We 
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note that the matrix A is of the form (EiBp)* (j= 1,2) in our case (see 
Theorem 1). We have the freedom to choose p E K” quite arbitrarily. We 
set p = 6, for a dual basis 8,) &, c& of K subject to 
Tr(Bihj) = 6, (1 <i, j< 3). 
Hence, the first column of A becomes 0, 0, 1. The remaining entries of A 
are also easily determined. We compute Ejhi in terms of the basis 
6, ,8,, @ and the corresponding entry au of A just becomes the coefficient 
of c& (j=2,3;i=1,2,3; E”2~{~i,~Z),E3=~I~Z). We transform A by 
elementary row operations into an upper triangular matrix of the form 
( 
1 * * 
0 gcd(a22y ad * 
0 0 lcm(a22T ad 1 
which we denote by A”. The Dedekind sum B(3, m, A”, 0) = B(3, m, A, 0) can 
then be evaluated with formula (b) of II, Hilfssatz 16. 
The computation of traces depends on whether the normal closure 
R= K(fi) of K coincides with K (K is cyclic) or is an extension of K of 
degree 2. We simplify the notation by replacing Tr&,,, by 
Clearly, r” = N(r)/(&) for r E K" can be expressed in terms of G3,, c&’ 
(1 < i< 3), too. Hence it suffices to know the values 
*Sr(a) = 2 Tr(cr) = -2a = Tr(a’), 
%(a’) = 2 Tr(a’) = 2(a2 - 26) = %(a’*), 
Tr( aa’) = 2b, 
Tr(a2a12) = 2(b2 - 2ac), 
Waa’2) = 
3c-ab+6 for K cyclic 
3c _ ab for K#k, 
Wa2a’) = 
3c-ab-6 for K cyclic 
3c _ ab 
for K#k, 
where 6 = (a - a’)(a’ - a”)(a’‘-a)e Z for K cyclic, which are easily 
calculated from the coefficients of the generating equation of K. The 
remaining computations are straightforward. We remark that the trace 
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computations can also be done by approximating CC, a’, ~1” and thus 
cj, E;, s,Y (j= 1, 2) sufficiently well by floating-point numbers since we know 
that the result will be a rational integer. However, the required precision 
strongly varies with the size of the coefficients of the fundamental units and 
it seems to be easier (and more adequate to the problem) to do all calcula- 
tions with (multiple precision) integers. 
Regarding the complexity of our method we have the following 
PROPOSITION 3. The number of arithmetic operations required for the 
computation of the zeta values according to Theorem 1 is O(kaE6 ’ A - ’ ), and 
the integers on which these operations are performed have a binary length 
O(k(log k + log E)). Here E is an upper bound for the size of the input data. 
Proof. We obtain this result by counting the arithmetic operations in 
evaluating the formula for M(k, v, t,, r2) in Theorem 1. In addition we 
note that the special choice of p yields 
Idet(E,B,)I G E3 A ~ *. I 
In two tables at the end of the paper we list some (ideal class) zeta func- 
tion values of totally real cubic fields of moderate discriminant. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Our first task will be to simplify the assumptions of II, Satz 28, as the 
regularity conditions on the units are too complicated for practical pur- 
poses. This is possible by simplifying the assumptions of I, Satz 6, and by 
performing the limiting process x + 0 in I (26) at a later stage of the proof. 
Thus we can substitute the absolute convergence of the double series in I 
(65) by the absolute convergence of the double series (46) in this paper. 
However, the limiting process x + 0 must now be dealt with in a different 
manner; this is done in Theorem 7 which recalls the determination of 
boundary values of elliptic functions. Indeed there are natural connections 
between the two problems which will become more obvious when the 
Kronecker limit formula for the cubic case [8] is established. 
First, we have to generalize I, Satz 6: 
THEOREM 4. Let k E N, XE R, x #O, a := (a, 6, c) with a = a, + ixb,, 
b=a,+ ixb,, ~=a,+ ixb,, a, ‘a2.a3#0, (a,, bj)E R*, j= 1,2, 3, pairwise 
linearly independent. Let fJ:=(a,fl,y,6)~R~ with sign(l-Itxl)= 
sign(l-lyl)#O, sign(l-l@l)=sign(l-16020 and R:=lnlclllnl6~- 
lnlfil lnlyl # 0. Let q: R2 + R have the property (see I, Definition 1): for all 
64113613.2 
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m E if2 with aa”‘/?” + by” 6” + c = 0 it follows that q(m) = 0. Then the follow- 
ing equation holds: 
(- l)k-‘(k- 1)!3 sign(R).(abc)-k 
= 1 B”(h$‘(a, m) + hi:‘(a, m)) 
mcHZ 
+ C cP/P( 1 - q(m)) Hck’(a, m). 
m~.P 
Proof 1. Case. Let (la/, I/II, Iyl, lSl)~(l, cc)” and R>O. The proof 
then is similar to the proof of I, Satz 6; the only change occurs in estab- 
lishing the equations I, (2)-(5). As in the proof of I (2) it is easy to see that 
for demonstrating the analog of I (2) it suffices to show 
,$JII f IcrK/Ph12(a, -K, n)l =O. 
II= -cc 
(1) 
Using the notations of the proof of I, Satz 6, we have again 
T-p0>0. (2) 
Now let p>O with -l+(ar-‘+p)p<O, K,:=[K(or-‘+p)]. As in I 
(10) we deduce 
f l~-KPh12h -4 n)l 
n= -02 
< Ibl-’ D-‘(Ial- K+m(l_ Ial -“)-’ 
+ I4 K~-((KI+l)r(l_(CII-7)-I}~0 (K-+ co). (3) 
In the same way we prove I (3)-(5). The rest of the proof of I, Satz 6, can 
be transfered literally. 
2. Case. Let (Ial, IPI, JyI, lSl)~(l, ~0)~ and R<O. By interchanging a 
and /I, y and 6 in the first case we can reduce the second case to the first 
case. 
All other cases can be dealt with by interchanging Ko M resp. L c1 N 
resp. Ko M and L c, N in I (13). Thus the proof is concluded. 1 
In the following lemma we consider the convergence of certain series 
whose summands consist essentially of the reciprocals of certain linear 
forms over Z[ i]. 
LEMMA 5. (a) Let ajE Z3, bjE Z3, j= 1,2, 3, aj, a,, b,, ,j, p, v E 
(1, 2, 3}, j#p, linearly independent. Let u := (u, v, w) E Iw3. Let A be the 
matrix with the rows aI, a2, a3. Let T(x) be the (3, 3)-matrix with the 
columns a,+ + ixb,?, j= 1, 2, 3 (compare Remark 2(a) (y)). Then we have that 
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mTz3f(det a) fi f(ajm*) .eznium* g,(mT(x)) 
j=l 
is absolutely convergent for x E R, x # 0, and r E N 3, r, + rz + rX 2 6. 
(b) Let al,a2EZ3, a,, a, linearly independent, b,,c,eZ’, j= 1. 2, 3. 
Let riE N, j= 1,2, 3, XE R. Then 
2 3 
converges absolutely and is a continuous function of x on R. 
ProoJ: (a) Let det a # 0. The case rj B 2, j = 1, 2, 3, is clear. Thus it 
suffices to consider the case rj = 3, rz = r3 = 1, from which all other cases 
follow. Let A be the matrix with the rows a,, b, , a2. Setting 
a, .- -Ala, +A,b, +&a, (4) 
we have il, ~0. Now II, Lemma 19, yields 
,Fz3 I gAmT(xNl 
if we can show X < CC. Application of the Holder inequality for series yields 




+ 1x1 -3/2 
23 f( 
rnlnzg?13) Jm,l -3’2 Im,( -3’2 )m3( -2 
. C f(m,)f(m2)f(~lm,+~2m2+~3m3) 
msz] lml13'2 h13'* I&m, +&m, + &m,j2 
<a (6) 
(compare [3, Hilfssatz 4a]). Thus (a) is demonstrated. 
(b) As a,, a2 are linearly independent there exists d E Z3 such that 
aI, a*, d form a basis of R3. Setting A the matrix with rows a,, a*, d in II, 
Lemma 19, and proceeding as in (a), we get the desired result. 1 
We need the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 7: 
LEMMA 6. Let A = (a,),,, be an integral regular (n, n)-matrix, n E N. 
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(a) Then there exist exactly (det A(“-’ elements v E (0, . . . . ldet Al -l}” 
with A-%* E Z”. 
(b) Let z := (zl, . . . . z,) E (Z\(O))“, A(z) = (~~a~)~,~. Then it follows 
for r E N”, u E [w” that 
B(n, r, A(t)*, u)= fi (1~~1~~;~) B(n, r, A*, zlu,, . . . . t,~,). 
i= 1 
ProoJ (a) The proof of Theorem 2.2 in [7] can be adopted almost 
literally. 
(b) In the case rja 2, j= 1, . . . . n, we easily establish a series represen- 
tation for n-fold Dedekind sums (see II, Satz 20(c)) from which the result 
follows; in all other cases the result follows from the case rj 2 2, j = 1, ,.., n, 
by differentiation with respect to uj, j= 1, . . . . n. If uj E Z, Jo { 1, . . . . n}, we 
get the result by a limiting process (substitute ui by ui + E, differentiate, add 
the results and let E --t 0). 1 
We can now prove the following theorem which together with 
Theorem 4 will be the main tool in the proof of Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 7. Let A= (a,),, and B= (bV)3,3 be integral matrices, 
n:,=, b,#O, BA=: (c~)~,~. Let E=(Bii)3,3, 6,= 1 for i=j, 6,=Ofor i#j. 
Set li = gcd(a,,, uj2, ai3), i= 1,2, 3. Let r = (rl, r2, r3) E N3, R := rl + r2 + 
r,>6, XEIW, x#O, andu:=(u,,u2,u,)EIW3. Let 
F(r, A, u) := -f(det A) k ,,ryi,): , ldet Al-’ i &,(u,) 
. 2. 3. j=l 
.AYrJ+lvfi, [(l-f(l-rV))sku(bjV). C (I--f(u.--r))], 
PGH 
v+j 
S(A, B, u, x) := c f(det A) e2nium* h f (X3= I 4jmj) 
mcZ3 “= 1 Ef= 1 (avj + ixc,) mj)“’ 
Then the series defining S(A, B, u, x) converges absolutely for x # 0, and we 
have 
60 lim (S(E, B, u, x) + S(E, B, u, -x)) 
x-0 
= -2 fi Gwl’ - 
- Br,(uj) + J'(r, E, u), 
i=l rj! 
lb) lim (S(A, B, 0, x) + S(A, B, 0, -x)) 
X-r0 
= -2f(det A) r y:i,)r , ldet Al -’ B(3, r, A*, 0) + F(r, A, 0). 
1. 2. 3’ 
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Proof Let det A # 0 (the case det A = 0 is trivial). The absolute con- 
vergence of the series follows from Lemma 5. 
(a) For rja 2, j= 1,2, 3, the assertion is evident. Now let rj= 1 for some 
Jo ( 1,2, 3). We may assume rl 2 3 and will only consider the most difficult 
case rz=r3= 1. 
If a2 $ Z and Us 4 Z the assertion follows by twofold partial summation 
(see [l, p. 973); if u2 4 Z and u3 E Z it is obtained by partial summation 
with respect to m2 and application of the Euler summation formula and 
partial fraction decomposition (compare (8), (11) below), which will also 
be used in the following case, u2 E Z and u3 E Z. 
Denoting by B, the matrix resulting from B by setting b,, = b,, = 0 we 
easily deduce 
lim (S(E, B,u,x)-S(E, B,,u,x))=O. (7) 
r-0 
Thus it is sufficient to determine lim,,,(S(E, B,, u, x) + S(E, B,, u, -x)). 
From the equation 
(ml + ix(b,,m, + b,,m, + b13m3))-‘l(m2 + ix(b,,m,+ b,,m,))-’ 
.(m3 + ix(bj2m, + b,,m,))pl 
=((l +ixb,,)(l +i~b~~)+x~b~~b~~)~~ 
. Cm, + ix(b,,m, + b,,m, -t b13m3))p’1 
. { -ixb,,(m,(m,+ ix(b,,m,, + b,,m,)))p’ 
- ixb,,(m,(m, + ix(bj2m, + bX3m3)))-l + (m,m,)-I} (8) 
we conclude that we have only to determine lim, _ o Sj(x), j = 1,2, 3, where 
S,(x) := c e2niu’m’ f(m, m2m3) 
msZ3 (m, + ix(bllm, + b12m2 + b13m3)Pm2m3’ 
S,(x) := 1 
-ixb23e2niu1m1f(m,m2m,) 
(ml + ix(bllm, + b12m2 + h3m3)Y’ 
> 
’ ma+~ 
x m2h + ix(b2,m2 + b2,m3)) 
S,(x) := 1 
-ixb32 e2niu’m’f(m,m2m3) 
mcZ3 (ml + ix(bllm, + b12m2 + b13m3))” 
x m3h + ix(b2m2 + b33m3)) 
the series defining Sj(x), j = 1, 2, 3, are absolutely convergent for x # 0. By 
means of the Euler summation formula we show by some calculations 
lim S,(x) = - ib,, 
X+0 
e*niulW dt 
(m, + ib,,t)“(m, + ib,,t) 
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The integrals can be evaluated elementarily; this however is without impor- 
tance for the following. Determining the limiting value of S,(x) proves to 
be the most difficult part of our task. Applying (38) from [4, p. 361, three 
times (see also II (87)) we get 
(ml + ix(b,,m, + b12m2 + b13m,))-‘L(m2m3)-1 
= (m2m3)-1(ml + ix(b,,m, + b,,m,))-‘I 
- ixb,, ‘il { ((1 + ixbll)ml)~(‘+” 
‘=O 
. (ml + ix(bllml + b12m2))--(“-‘h;1 
‘,-l--r 
- ixb,, tTo ((1 + ixbl,)ml)-(‘+ “(ml + ix(bllm, + b12M)-(‘+‘) 
. (ml + ix(bllml + b12m2 + b13m3))-(‘1-‘pt) 
- iA s$o ((I+ i-4) ml)- (Sf l’(m, + ix(b,,m, + b13m3))-(‘+1-S) 
. (ml + ix(bllml + b12mz + b13m3))-(‘l-‘) 
I 
. (11) 
In the equation defining S,(x) we now substitute CmcZS by Cc,rj (see II, 
Definition 13). This is possible because of the absolute convergence of the 
series in question. Taking into consideration (11) we get by using the Euler 
summation formula with respect to the summation over m3 after per- 
forming several lengthy estimates 
lim S,(x) 
x-0 
= lim ,Fz: {‘i’ [“T-’ (-x2) b1,b13 e21riu1m1f(mlm,m,) 
X-+0 ‘SO t=O 
.((l + ixb,,)m,)-(‘+li(m, + ix(bllm, + b12m2))-(f+1) 
.(m, + ix(b,,m, + b,,m,+ b13m3))--(“p’--r) 
+ i (-x2) b,,b,, e2niu1m1 f(m,m,m,)((l + ixb,l)ml)-(s+l) 
A-=0 
. (ml + ix(b,,m, + b,,m,))-(‘+l -‘) 
. (m, + ix(b,,m, + b,*m, + b,,m,))-“I-‘) 11 
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= lim 
.x - 0 
C* {(-x2) b,,h13 e~~2”i”lm1f(m,m,m,) 
mei!’ 
[m,“(ml+ ix(b,,m, + b,,m,))-’ 
.(m,+ix(b,,m,+b,,m,+b,,m,))-’ 
+m,ym, +ix(b,,m, +b,,m,))-’ 
. (m, + Mb,, m,  + b12q + b,,m,))-‘I}; (12) 
when the necessary estimates are done it turns out to be useful to consider 
the summands for t = 0 and s = r together. Observing 
m,‘Ym, + iX(hl,rn, +h12m, + b,,m,))-‘((m, + ix(b,,m, +b,,m,))-’ 
+ (ml + jx(b,,m, +b,,m,))-‘) 
=m;“‘-I’(1 +ixb,,)(m, +ix(b,,m, +b,zm,)))’ 
. (ml + ix(b,,m, + b,,m,))-’ 
. (ml + ix(bl,ml + b,,m, + b,,m,))-I 
+m;“(ml + ix(b,,m, + b,,m,))-‘(m, + ix(b,,m, + b13m3))-‘, 
(13) 
we get from (12) and (13) by using the Euler summation formula with 
respect to mz and m3 after some calculations 
lim S,(x) = lim 1 e2niu1m1 








- cx m,+ix(b,,m,+b,,t)’ pa m,+ix(b,,m,+b,,t>’ 
the integrals being infinite integrals in the Riemann sense. 
From (9), (lo), and (14) the assertion easily follows. From (a) we 
deduce (b) by applying II, Lemma 19, and Lemma 6. m 
In the following lemma we consider again limiting values of a certain 
type of functions defined by threefold infinite series: 
LEMMA 8. Let A0 = (aij)3,3 be an integral matrix; (A,j)X,3 := det A, .A;‘, 
if A, is regular. In this case let nf’,=, a,Aq#O. Let ai := (ail, ai2, aa), 
i= 1, 2, 3, B= (b,j)X,3 an integral matrix, flz,=, b,#O. Let BA,=: (c~)~,~. 
Let SENU{O}, CEZ~, c#O, pjeZ3,j=l ,..., s, andr:=(r,,r2,r,)EN3, 
r,+r,+r,>5. Settingfir xE[w 
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d(m, x) :=f(det A,) fi v=l ( f( 
.(I-f(cm*)) II f(Pjm*h 
j=l 
S(x) := C* d(m, x) 
meZ3 
it follows that the series is absolutely convergent for x # 0, convergent for 
x=0, and 
1 ?i_mo(S(x) + S( -x)) = S(0). 
Prooj The assertion being trivial for A,, singular we may assume A0 to 
be regular. We first consider the case s=O where flT= I f(pjm*) = 1. 
Lemma 5 asserts the absolute convergence of the series for x # 0, in case 
x = 0 the convergence follows easily by partial fraction decomposition (see 
~21, P. 290). 
Case 1. If rj 2 2, j = 1, 2, 3, the assertion is evident. 
Case 2. rl = 1 v r2 = 1 v r3 = 1. We may assume without restriction 
r,=l and r,+r,>4. Setting c=d,a,+d,a,+d,a,, dig&P, j=l,2,3, we 
easily see by II, Lemma 19, and [3, Hilfssatz 41, that only for 
d, = 0 A d2 . d3 # 0 the assertion is not self-evident. In that case there exist 
t, EQ, tl ~0, t2, t,eZ, gcd(t,, t3)= 1, t2. t3 #O, such that 
t,c = t,a, + t,a,. 
Setting cj := (cjl, cjz, ci3) we conclude 
S(x) = I* fi f(aim*)((aj+ ixcj) m*)-q 
meZ3j=1 
(15) 
~f(azm*)((-tlt;1a2+ixc,)m*)-‘3(1 - f((t,a,+ t,a,)m*)). (16) 
We now apply II, Lemma 19, where A is to be the matrix with the rows 
aI, a2, t2a, + t3a, and D :=det A. 
Setting bj := (bj,, b,,, bj3), j= 1, 2, b, := (b,,, b,* - t,t;1b33, 0) we obtain 
fW=lW3 c c*f( m,m,)(l- f(m3)) t;“(-t3)‘j eZRirA-‘m* 
r(D) msZ’ 
. (ml + ixblm*)-‘(m2 + ixbZm*)-‘Z(m, + ixb,m*))‘3 
=IDI-3 1 I* f(m,m,) t;rs( -t3)r3 . e2ni~A-‘(ml,m2sO)* 
K(D) (rnl,rn2)EZ2 
. (ml+ ix(bllm, + b,,mz))-’ fl (WI* + ixbj(mi, m2, O)*)-‘I, (17) 
i=2 
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where the series again converges absolutely. Setting CI~ m, + a2m2 := 
~A-l(rn~, m2, 0)* we see for a1 4 Z by partial summation 
.Ji: C* f(mlm2) e2ni(a1m1+‘2mz)(m1 + ix(b,,m, + b,,m,))-’ 
(rnl.rn2) E iP 
.jfi2( 
m, + ixbj(m,, m,, O)*)prj 
= C* e*nialml f'm",l). I* e*nir2m2 fiy2!3. 
m,eL rn2EL 
(181 
If aIEZ we define 
(ml,m*)s z* 
an easy calculation yields 
e2”ia2m2f(m,m2) 
(ml + ix(bllml + h2m2)) 
.n3=2 (m2 + ixbj(m,, m2, O)*P > 
Adding the summands for m, and -m 1 in the series for T(x) we get 
-2ib,, 
T(x)+T(-x)=(l+ixb,,)(-l+ixb,,)~,=, 
f ( C* ,Znicc,rnzf~~) ,x 
m*eH 
Because of b,, # 0 we have 
Ix(m2 + ixbZl ml)-‘1 Qfi.(lm,l Ib2,1 lm,I)-‘I”; 
thus (19) and (20) imply 
lim (T(x)+T(-x))=O. 
x * 0 
(21) 
(22) 
Taking into consideration (17)-( 22) and II, Satz 20, we deduce 
lim (S(x)) + S( -x)) 
x + 0 
= p( -3 c c* r,r’( -f3)r3 e27cirA-‘(m,,m2.0)’ .f@v*) 
r(D) (ml.m2)cZ2 m,m;2fr3 
*f(alm*)f(a2m*)(l -fWza2+ab*N 
= A3 (a,m*)(a,m*)‘*( -t,t;1a2m*)‘3 ’ 
(23) 
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From the last equation the assertion easily follows. Now let s > 0. We con- 
sider the case s = 1 only because all other cases can be treated in a similar 
manner, We can assume without loss of generality p1 # AC for all A E R. On 
account of 
fhm*)= 1-U -fhm*)) (24) 
and the absolute convergence of 
C fl (f(ajm*)(ajm*)Fq)(l -f(cm*))(l -f(p,m*)) 
mEZ’ j=l 
(25) 
the assertion follows from the case s = 0. g 
Proof of Theorem 1. First of all we have to introduce some notations. 
For w, [ E K, p, CI, t E Z2, x E R we set (see II, Hilfssatz 23) 




Uj + /lj + Vj 
(k-l,k-l,k-1) j=l uj9 Pj > 






. ((o’+ ix(‘) E;mE;“)-(“+‘) 
. (Tr(c.x ;I+PIE;+P2) + jx Tr(rE;I+Pls~+~z))-‘~z+~z+v2+ 1) 
. (Tr(ws y+“l,cc+a2)+ jxTr(~~;l+~l~I;+~Z))-(K3+P3+Y3+1), (26) 
-a(l-&~k(m+ix<,m, l,o, 1, 1) 
+8(1-a) fik(m+i& m, 0, 1, 1, 1) 
-a-‘BP’(1-a) ok(u+ixt,m, -1, -l,O, -1) 
+a-‘(l-ap)ZI,(W+ix5,m, -l,o,o, 1) 
-P-‘(l-aB)~k(O+ix5,m,O, -1, l,o), (28) 
(27) 
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. (Tr(Ws ~+PlEI;+P2)+ j~Tr(5Ell+P~E”2+P2))-(~l+Pi+vl+l) 
. (Tr(ms ~+~lE~+~?)+i~Tr(~~~+UlE~+n?))~l~?f~~+~?+l) 
. (Tr(oe ~+~lE~+~Z)+i~Tr(~~~+“~“,+‘Z))-l”3+~’3+”3+’). (29) 
The assertion shows that it does not matter which of the three conjugate 
fields are denoted by K, K’, and K”, respectively. A discussion of all 
possible cases then yields that we can assume without restriction 
sign(l-/$i)=sign(l--($)ZO, j=l,2. 
It turns out to be convenient to choose a special basis for W. In the same 
way as in the proof of II, Hilfssatz 23, we put (see 1, (5 1)) 
(bij(P*))3,3 := A’(&, PK) B,, 
if det A’(&, p,) = 0 
if det A’(&, a,) # 0 
K = 1, . . . . 6, 
and deduce that there is a Z-basis of W with the property 
n b,(PK) C,i(P,) z 0 if det A’(E, p,) # 0, ti=l , . . . . 6. (31) 
r.j= 1 
Proceeding as in the proof of II, Hilfssatz 20, we see that we only have to 
prove (*) for such a basis. We fix such a basis for the rest of the proof. 
To be able to apply Theorem 7 we still have to prove the existence of 
elements of K with suitable properties. Setting A’(&, p,) =: (eV(p,))3,3 we 
denote the adjoint of eti(pK) by Eq(~,), K= 1, . . . . 6, i,j= 1,2, 3. Let 
B(E, p,) := (E,(p,)& and for z E K 
at, CL,) :=A’(&, P,) (32) 
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We define for z E K 
ll(T) := 7’ - 7, 12(z) := 7” - z’, f3(T) :=7-Y’, 
sii := lj(Ei), i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, 3, s3j := tj(&,EZ), j = 1, 2, 3. 
We now choose Sj~ K, j= 1, 2, 3, with the property 16,) > I&l, 16,) > IS;l, 
I&[ > &I, I&( > [&I, ISj( > I&[, IS;l( > l&l. Setting for nE N, r= 1, 2, 3, 
K = 1, . ..) 6, 
fYT, cl,) =: (P&G r, x)h3, 
an easy calculation yields that there exists NE N such that 
fi If fi P&w K)fO for na N, 
r=l x=1 i,j=l 
and for IC = 1,2 and n 2 N the following equations hold 
sb(h(n, 1, ~1 p13h 1, x)) = -skn(s32~,2) 


















Now we fix ME N such that A4. Srpoj is an algebraic integer for 
r, j= 1, 2, 3. This implies 
Tr(MGFpo,) E Z, r, j= 1, 2, 3, 
and we set in the following: A, := M. Sf”, r = 1,2,3. We can now proceed 
to the main part of the proof. Let o E W, XE R, x #O, and 
aj(w, x) := (pw(1 + ixAj), p’o’(1 + ixAj>, p”w”(l + ixA;)), j= 1, 2, 3. We 
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apply Theorem 4 with a = aj(o, x), p = (&i/s;, Q/E;, E’JE;, E&‘). Using the 
equation (see I, Hilfssatz 3(e)) 
mFz2 COW - cp,(mN Cp, 04 H’k’h m) 
= -Jz2 BY1 - cp,(m)) &Am) i &(a, m), (44) 
v=3 
we get for j= 1, 2, 3 
= mFz2 Bm(h$$'(uj(03 Xl, ml + hikz’(aj(W3 X), ml) 
+ 1 cc”P”(1 -co,(m)) H(k)(q(3 x), ml 
mfL2 
- ,E2 { (1 -co,(m)) &Am) i vkb-dl+ ixnj)2 m II.)} 
v=3 
+ C (1 -cp,(m))(l - cpw(m)) uk(w(l + ixljh m). (45) 
mcZ* 
Observing (34), Theorem 7 yields 
= 1 ( V~(QO( 1 + iXAj), 0, PLY)] < CO, j= 1, 2, 3, v = 1, ...) 6; (46) 
WE w  
Lemma 5(b) implies 
C 1 (l-cp,(m))(l-~~(m)).IUk(P~(l+iX~j),m)l<~, 
we Wo mczB* 
j= 1, 2, 3. (47) 
Thus both series can be rearranged arbitrarily for x # 0. Then Theorem 7 
yields in connection with (35k(43) 
+ Vk (Pd 1 - q), 0, P”)) 
> 
= -Tl+(-l)k-1(k-1)!3sign(L)(C(k, ~,E~,E~)+C(~,~,E~,E~)), 
(48) 
where 7’, is defined in II, Hilfssatz 23. 
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From Lemma 8 we deduce by setting w(m) := C;= 1 mjOj 
. 
( 
.c3 ( vk(P”(l + ixAj)3 m, PLY) + Vk(PW(l - ixAj)9 m P,)) 
=k- ,i hno { C* (1 -f(Tr(p(m)))) fl f(‘Wwb) E’)) 
I=1 msZ3 Irsr 
. 
+ vkb4m)U - ixlj), 0, 0, cc,) 11 
= ,Tz:,*i i(l -.KWwWN) 
-~rfVr(~Nm) E’)) i J’kW(m)9 O,O, Pjl} 
j=3 
=. T  
- 3. (49) 
From Lemma 5(b) in connection with II, Hilfssatz 26, and I, Hilfssatz 3(e) 
we conclude using the notations of II, Hilfssatz 26 
+ Uk (po( 1 - ixAj), m)) 
=,& Jz2 (1 -cp,W)(l -&Am)) ukW4 ml 
=wFwo mFz2 ~“P”(l - qo,(m))U - cpw(m)) H(kYa’(o), m) 
=E{E{ (1 - vP,b))(l - @,@)I 
WE wo rnEZ2 
3k--1 2 
.c CL 
(-l)‘+‘detA, 5 B-“‘~ek-l(al(o),ll,Pi,,m) 
p=l r=l j=l I> 
det 4(Qk- l(a’(w), 0, P,, m) 
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It is easy to show 
1 c (I- cp,(m))(l - cpw(m)) lQk-, (a’(w), v, v, m)l < co (51) 
ut Wo meZ2 
for p E N u (01, v E H6. Applying II, Hilfssatz 26(b) to every single sum- 
mand of T3 and adding up - T, and T, while observing (5 1) we get 
-T,+ T,= T,. (52) 
where Tz was defined in II, Hilfssatz 27(b). From (45) and (48)-(52) we 
conclude 
(-l)k-l(k- 1)!3 sign(l) N(p)-k<(k, W, E,, E*) 
’ lim i 
‘L-0 
i (1 + (- 1 )“iXij)( 1 + (- 1 )“iXJ.l)( 1 + (- 1 )‘ix;l;‘) 
,=, v=, 
=-T,+T,. (53) 
As in the proof of II, Satz 28, the assertion follows. 1 
Remark 9. Of course [(2k + 1, W, cl, EJ = 0 for k E N; however, if x f 1 
(see I, p. 108) or in the still more general case of “Nebenklassenzetafunk- 
tionen” (see, e.g., [2, p. 3071, where these are defined for real quadratic 
fields) the methods developed here can be extended to the values at odd 
positive integers which then are no longer zero in general. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In the following two tables column 1 contains the discriminant of K. 
In column 2 we list the coefficients a, b, c of a generating equation 
x3 + ax* + bx + c = 0. Column 3 contains an integral basis of K in case it is 
not a power integral basis (see remarks on input data). Table I contains 
only fields of class number one. Hence, the other columns of that table list 
the values of the Dedekind zeta function of K for the argument k= 2 
and-for small discriminants-also for k = 4 and k = 6 (up to the factor 
@Zk-1~-3k; see Remark 2(b)). 
In Table II the class number h, of the considered fields is always greater 
than 1; it is therefore listed in column 4. Column 5 contains generators of 
an ideal representing the inverse of the ideal class whose zeta value is given 
in column 7 for k = 2 (up to the factor given above). The values of the class 
zeta functions are added up to obtain the value of cK(2); this is marked by 
an asterisk in column 5. Finally, column 6 lists the norm of the ideal in 
column 5. 
We note that the values of the zeta functions listed in both tables dis- 
tinguish fields of the same discriminant but not necessarily of different ideal 
classes of a fixed field (compare A = 21212). 
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TABLE I 
Zeta Values (K(k) fi 2k-‘~-3k of Fields with Class Number 1 
Disc. Gen. eq. Int. bas. k=2 k=4 k=6 
49 -1, -2, 1 8121 252812835 
81 0, -3, -1 g/g 636811215 
148 3,-l, -1 8/3 18464/405 
169 1, -4, 1 813 3592&l/5265 
229 0, -4, 1 1613 853121405 
257 3, -2, -1 1613 121024/405 
316 -1, -4,2 3213 55936181 
321 1, -4, - 1 8 592019 
361 -2, -5, -1 8 1307841135 
404 1, -5, 1 40/3 627616/405 
469 4, -2, -1 16 69952127 
473 0, -5, 1 40/3 1023328/405 
564 -1, -5,3 24 75616/15 
568 -1, -6, -2 80/3 2181056/405 
621 0, -6, 3 80/3 28365441405 
697 0, -7, 5 6413 3925504/405 
133 -1, -7, 8 32 16712961135 
756 0, -6, 2 KM/3 56275521405 
761 -1, -6, -1 8013 53989761405 
785 -1, -6, 5 8813 6035104/405 
788 -1, -7, -3 11213 1302464/81 
837 0, -6, 1 12813 1614592181 
892 -1, -8, 10 160/3 10589824/405 
940 0, -7,4 17613 127368321405 
961 -1, -lo,8 (a+a*)/2 22413 146312961405 
985 -1, -6, 1 11213 13195072/405 













22356 0, -36, 60 a*/2 6120 
22356 0, -18,6 5592 
22356 0, -36, 78 5504 
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Disc. 
TABLE II 
Values ((k, K,) &“-%I-‘” of Class Zeta Functions 
Gen. eq. ht. bas. h, Id. basis Norm k=2 
1957 -1, -9.10 
2591 -1, -9.8 
2717 
3969 
- 1, 14,23 - 
0, -21, 35 
3969 0, -21, 28 (a + cP)/3 
8069 -1, -17, -16 
20733 0, - 36, - 1 (1 +@+a’)/3 


























4, (1 +rly 
8, (1 +a)3 
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